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VITALIZING THE TEACHING OF HISTORY IN THE PUBLIC
SCHOOLS OF WACO
CHAPTER I
IBTRODUCTICH

In the pest# history has been almost solely a
treatise on the other worlds of which the students have
only vague conceptions, while being In ignorance of their
cmn surroundings. Every student should be famlller with
the history of his own country, state end ccrminifcy*
Teachers of history sre committed by their own
logic to e study of the experiences of other teachers*
Believing as they do believe that the pest of humanity in
general is of value to humanity in general, they are
scarcely in a position to deny that the pest of history
is of service to teachers of history* The most that can
bo claimed for this part of the work is, however, that it
may furnish cone indication of what in the course of three
centuries has been thought end done in the teaching of
history*

1

To discuss this topic Intelligently I curat state
the purposes of this study#
,n. Purposes of the Study Hie purposes of this study are fourfold:
CI) to Indicate how the social world my be made Intelli1

Johnson, Henry - Teaching of History* page 14*

s
gible; (2) to show to students In the public schools of
Waco values of history for its own sake; (3) to show how
the correlation of other subjects with history helps to
vitalize history teaching; and (4) to point out the role
of physical equipment, teaching devices and other factors
in history teaching,
1. To Indicate how the social world may be made Intelligi
ble,
The world to be made Intelligible through school
instruction in history is the general social, cultural and
economic world.
The more special forms of development enter only
as they affect that world In general.
The mode of procedure Is obviously to exhibit
successive societies In action, to convey by means of con
crete examples definite impressions of human beings, liv
ing together, commanding one another, serving one another,
reasoning with one another, going to war together, making
, peace, organizing a church, constructing a government, de
manding higher wages, protesting against laws, obeying or
denying social conventions, seeking amusement-impressions,
that is, of what society has been and Is, how society
works, and what the causes and consequences of social ac
tion arc. Such may properly be the controlling aim of
historical instruction for It meets a fundamental human
need and meets it in a way that only historical Instruc-

5
tion can meet it.

1

2. To show to students in the public schools of

aco

values of history tor its own sake.
My second aim in writing this thesis is to show
to students in the public schools of ?<aco values of his
tory for its own sake.
Whatever the aim, or aims, set up for historical
Instruction the teacher must, most of the time, press on
ward consciously and definitely toward the goal. But the
pursuit even of a great purpose should not be conceived in
a narrow spirit. There ought still to be by-ways in which
it is safe, now and then, to forget the everlasting
pedagogical formula, "Turn every thing to use", leisure to
wander in quiet places, praying only the prayer for truth,
dreaming only of glories that have passed away from earth,
feeling only the inspiration of vanished greatness} or if
faith in utility must go all the way, rising to the faith
of Browning*s Grammarian:
"Earn the means first God surely will contrive
Use for our earning.
Others mistrust and say, But time escapes!
He said what's time? Leave now for dogs and apes!
Man has Forever". 8
The pupils in the public schools of Waco should
be led to see from the above the value and beauty of a
1
8

Johnson, Henry - Teaching of history, pp. 82 - 83.
McMurry, Chas. A. - Public school Methods, p. 163.
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knowledge of history for Its own sake*
3. To show how the correlation of other subjects with
history helps to vitalize history teaching.
My third aim in this study is to teach the pu
pils of Waco Schools how the correlation of other subjects
with history helps to vitalize history teaching.
History is related to all other branches of
knowledge* Every phase of human activity has its history
and human environment.
Systematic correlation not only looks to the in
dividual teacher to take advantage in each field of what
pupils are doing in other fields, but plans definitely in
advance to have pupils constantly dealing in each field
with material bearing upon material in other fields*
Jacatot, inventor of the "Universal Method" of education,
expressed it in his paradox, "All is in all", and in the
corollary "Know one thing thoroughly and relate every
thing to that".
4. To point out the role of physical eqtilpment,
teaching devices, and other factors in history instruction.
The foregoing is the last point in the purposes
given in this thesis

in vitalizing history teaching in

the Waco schools.
In order that children may bein position to do
their best work, conditions regarding the physical plant

5
should "be conducive to health. Ventilation, heating and
lighting should he arranged to meet the requirement of the
students.
The purpose of aids, devices, etc. in the teach
ing of history is to give deflniteness to visual imagery.
Thus tills study is designed to show the practi
cal and inspirational value of such aids in history in
struction in the

aco schools.

B. Definitions Before going into a treatment of the subject,
I

find

it necessary that we reach some common agree

ment as to the meaning of "history"

and "Vitalize".

According to Charles A. McMurry, author of "Pub
lic School Methods", history is the science of the develop
ment of men in their activity as social beings; Froude, the
great English historian, says, "History is a voice forever
sounding across the centuries the laws of right and wrong".
Henry Johnson, Professor of History in Columbia University
says, "History in its broadest

sense, is every thing that

ever happened. It is the past itself whatever that may be.
But the past cannot be observed directly"•
"History is a chart of humanity and Its devel
opment. It shows in broad lines the direction and condi
tions of human progress and degeneration, the possibili
ties and limitations, the growth and inhibitions of human
lives. It Is not merely the record of battles and births,
deaths or rulers nor is it the achievements of great men

6

011I7

as

Kings, Presidents, Generals. History Is recording

or all problems and accomplishments of all people, also a
record of the progress and advancement during the time of
peace as well as a record of the battles during war time.
For example the social, religious, industrial and educa
tional institutions, progress and accomplishments as time
marches on. 1
Vitalise means to make alive; to endow with life;
to Impart vigor or energy to; to animate.
Applying the foregoing definitions in this thesis,

. the writer hopes that the teaching of history in the T",aco
schools will take on new life; and that old methods which
have practically outlived their usefulness rill give way
to the newer methods which have proved their worth.
Cm Limitations in the scope of the subject To develop this topic I Impose two sets of
limitations upon the scope.
1. Period covered, 1018 to 1038.
Luring the twenty years I have been Identified
with the schools of "aco history in some form has been
taught In each school. It has been my observation that
most students see history as e Jumble of facts due to the
"scrappy, piece-meal" Information gained from the sen
tence-paragraph method to which they have been subjected.
1

Taken from term paper in History prepared by Miss Pearl
Ball rnder supervision of Prof, rarren, Professor of
History, Prairie View College.

7

For this reason they have failed to think throng a prob
lems, to study Its origin, to note Its development, and to
consider Its outlook on future development. In feet they
have failed to see the continuity of history.
Therefore I restrict the time of this thesis to
the years 1918 to 1958 during which 1 have xasde the ob
servations, experiments end reflections which make up the
subject-natter of this thesis.
j># As to subjects for purposes of Correlation In this study I shall show how history may be
correlated with other studies in the mm curriculum. This
correlation of school studies means a treatment in which
knowledge or discipline derived from one subject is
brought into connection with knowledge or discipline de
rived from other subjects.

Ideal conditions will prevail

when the teachers in one field of work are able to take
advantage of what their pupils are doing in another. The
studies selected for this correlation are geography, art
and literature either in a systematic or incidental way.
Method The method used in preparing this study is
rather sl:--;le. It involves an examination of spools1 works
in history and the other social studies, books on methods
and principles of teaching end periodical or encyclopedic
articles on selected topics. It also calls for observation
of pupils under certain conditions and experimentation
with various methods, devices, equipment and subject-

8

setter. And finally it calls for the organization and
presentation of the material in historical fashion#
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CHAPTER II
BR121? BACKGROUND OF THIS STUDT
To understend this treatise "better on© should
know something of the beginning and spread of history in
struction In this country and visualise the conditions un
der which history Is taught In the weco schools*
A* History aa a branch of learning History in scire form has probably been a part of
Instruction since the earliest dawning of historical con
sciousness, There were people even In remote antiquity to
wham the handing down of traditions from the old to the
young appealed as a national duty,
'

rlth the emergency of history as a distinct

branch of learning the step to more fromel Instruction In
history night, therefore,have seesaed natural and simple.
But history early assumed a fern that seemed to Unit Its
utility. It became a professional subject. Princes studied
It as a part of their preparation for the art of ruling;
captains studied it as a part of their preparations for
the art of war; men of letters studied it as a part of
their preparation for the art of writing, occupied, as^it
was, chiefly with affairs in which ordinary pecplehad no
directing voice, there could be little occasion for popu
lar Instruction In the subject, even assuring, that ordina
ry people could understand It,
History became ® part of the courses of study In

10

western Europe and found its way Into the colleges and
universities and into the preparatory schools. Thus by way
of transplanting, history becene one of the subjects
taught wherever Wuropeens founded colonies and organised
governments and founded schools and colleges.
3.History teaching in American public schools with the teaching of history in American city
schools that we are chiefly concerned, »voh knowledge of the
Inclusion of history as a school subject can bo derived
from the statutes

of the early state providing for pub

lic education#
For example, Massachusetts in 1827 by statutory
mandate placed

the history of the United States on the

list of subjects to be taught In every city, town, or dis
trict of five hundred families or house holders# In 1852,
12S schools out of 170 In Ttev York offered general history
and 91 of those schools offered United States history#
Among the newer states Michigan manifested, perhaps, the
keenest interest in1837.At the very beginning of statehood,
the superintendent of public instruction Included In his
report a plea for the teaching of United States history in
the common schools.A few years after history began to be
admitted to secondary schools, It began also to be admit
ted to elementary schools until now the school system
throughout the entire country has United States history,
at least, in its curricula.

1

* kussoll in History Teacher's hagaaine, Vol. I., p.315.
(1930).
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In 1854 © s7sten of public free schools in ?«*»«
was begun in which reading, writing and arithmetic were
taught. History was added to the curricula in It68.
C. Conditions surrounding the teaching of history
in

aco schools. -

! aco, organized in 1850, has grown to a city of
70,000 by the last United States Census report 1030. It Is
located In the central part of UcLennan County on each
side of the Brazos R.!ver.
There are two historical spots in ueco that are
noted because of their connection 1th the beginning of
the history of Texas. The place that lolan pitched his
tent when he cms over from Louisiana Is located In the
front yard of the Berth Seventh Street school, the school
for Negroes in that part of town. The spot is marked by a
granite monument.
Another historical spot Is the ''spring" fro®
which the

aco Indians used to quench their thirst. It Is

located on the west side of the Brazos river just at the
ond of the old suspension bridge. This was the first bridge
built in naco across the Brazos River. Persons who passed
across the bridge paid a five end ten cent toll until the
bridge

was paid for.
There ere two distinct groups of people In

eco

whose conditions are dependent one upon the other, the
whites and the Negro, There are about 55,000 whites end
15,000 Negroes.

12

TABLE OF POPULATION OF WACO
109C tc 19301
"hitea

Negroes

1090

18,000

7,000

1900

25,000

10,000

1910

28,000

12,000

1930

41,500

13,5"0

1030

55,000

15,000

It seem that the social aspects have softened, the cloud
has shifted, and ell have found out thet progress cornea
through co-operation, that the duty of nankind is to lift
as thoy clinb.
aco is fortunate in having tvo institutions of
learning located within its boundJ. These Institutions are
Baylor University, en Institution for *hite and Paul
Cuinn College for colored. Both have vielded quite an in
fluence for good over the lives of -young nen and v^cncn in
the vicinity. They have developed a

culture and refine-

nont that is far reaching.

1

The Texas Almanac Supplement, 1937,
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CH/PTBK III
DIVISIOHS OP HISTORY
i'orloda Fonaorly BH©8*Mi»id -

1

Various wlfcore and teachers of. history use cone
methods of classifying history. Th© moat common method has
boen tile periods, ancient, medieval and modern.
Ancient history begins with oriental peoples who
were the first to develop the arts of civilisation, desls
with the Greeks and ends with Remans, who built up an
empire embracing much of the civilised world.
Medieval history is chiefly concerned with the
peoples of ©astern and western JJurope, It Include© a peri
od of more than a thousand years from the break up of the
fifth century to the close of the sixteenth century.
kodero history, covering the seventeenth, eigh
teenth, nineteenth and twentieth centuries, now embraces
almost all mankind. Ho longer simply a study of A.slft or of
uurope, history has become © history of the world.
5.special t-hasas usually Considered Sut writer© and teacher even In presenting those
throe periods, stressed certsin phases, ihey wore sacred,
i
or church history, political, or political history and
military, or military history.
Church history, as its name implies, 1© a record
of the struggles that existed between the state and the
Y——-

/,,noientf -..Qgieyai'

Hietor?7^
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church for supremacy.
Political history is the story of the struggles
thet existed in the direction of affairs of public policy
and the rise and fall of contending parties.
Military history stresses military leaders,
events, results of battles. "Mien people become intelligent
enough and free enough to be critical of their government}
to rise in the power of their might and to throw off the
yoke of bondage

and oppression; they stress certain fac

tors, forces and characteristics.
C. National features stressed In addition to the foregoing phases, the nation
ality of peoples involved has been emphasised.
The history of the nations (German, French,
English and American) has been the standard by which vie
measured the success or failure of the rest of the world.
Their individual histories, like ours, have been struggles
for liberty, not only to govern themselves but also to
think, feel and act as certain economic, racial, national,
moral, or cultural influence have determined. Historians
have tried to preserve whatever racial or national achieve
ments, institutions or traits they found and have thus be
came a mighty influence in shaping events,
D. Factors now treated -

1

1

But the factors now considered most important of
1

Bancroft, A History oi* the United States. Browne, Stranger than Fiction; A snort History of the Jews, etc.
DUBois, - The riegro; Kuzrey, - A History of our Country,
page 102^ Wesley, - Teaching the social studies, page 25,
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all arc tho social, economic and cultural.
The things that Interest the entire thinking
world today are the beet ways of adjusting matters end
living together, as social beings, doing thoso things and
producing those things that will supply the wants of man
and increase his capacity for living a fuller lj.f©» -».ncreasing his desire for improvement by education, econom

ic reorganisation, and moral training and enlightenment#

_

Such histories are as follows;
Hayes, C. J#, i Political and Cultural History of 1'odern
Europe, 1935, The Mwexnlllan Company, Pallas#

Tex? s.
Hookett, H. C#, and SOhlealnger, A, H., Political ,and
Social 0recti. cf the United states,
1492 - 1933, The Mecmillan Company, Dallas,
Texas, ::cvi ccd

d3 tion, 193r.

Shannon, Fred A., Economic History of the American People,
The Maemillan Company, Dallas, Texas, 19341
"isHis and WSllift, Our Social

orld, McGraw-Hill Boole

Company Edition, 1937, Hew York.
Greenan and Oatheny1©, Unit® in corId History, McGraw-Hill
Book Company, lev York, 1037,
These books are more vitalised in themselves,
show a greater understanding of people and movements, and
merit greater use by teacher and student.
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CHAPTER IV
F0RP0SE5 OF TEACHING HISTORY
Every tee cher should have In nlnd certain welldefined orals to be reached In the teaching of history, anal
they should be Included In a plan of instruction extending
frees the intermediate grades through the high school.
Doubtless no teacher will talce classes over the entire
course, but that portion of it which cones directly under
her charge will be sore intelligently directed if she has
a clear conception of the entire plan, Under whatever con
ditions the teacher is placed, she should become fen'liar
with the course of study in history before beginning her
work. These alms nay be both general and specific.
A%

Bone General ''Ins The general aims of history instruction include

the following: (1) Imparting information; (P) mental de
velopment; (3) patriotism; (4) use of books; and

(5)

development of character.
1. Importing Information The first purpose in teaching history is to im
part information, t knowledge of the leading facts of the
history of our own country, at least, ic essential to
every one who would be considered Intelligent, and when
ever possible this knowledge should be extended to In
clude the leading facts of the world's history.
Public speakers frequently elte historic tacl-
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dents to substantiate an argument or Illustrate a point;
newspapers and periodicals are constantly using historical
facts, end unless the reader 1® ecquainted with history,
he does not understand these allusions*
oriental Development Another Important purpose In teaching history is
to assist the development of certain mental powers, par
ticularly memory, imagination, Judgment and the emotions.
During the early part of the school period the memory aid
imagination are especially active* If properly presented
at this tine, the leading facts of our history will be
indelibly Impressed upon the minds of the pupils*

1

Perhaps no other subject of the elementary and
secondary schools is better suited to the training of the
reasoning powers than history.
In mathematics the reasoning is exact - only one
conclusion con bo reached; in literature the conclusion
is found by the study of the text; but in history the con
clusion is invariably problematical; it depend# upon the
decision of the man or body cf men most vitally concerned
in tii® final result* To reach tenable conclusions In prob
lems of history the pupil must bring all his knowledge,
experience, and judgment to beer upon then* lie must con
sider both sides of the question and neigh -he arguments
before he can reach a decision. The training received
1

McMorry, - Public School 'iethoda, Volume III*# Pages
70 - 01*

X
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through the solution of such problems fits the pupil to
grasp practical affairs,

1

3, Patriotism Through the study of history pupils should be
brought into sympathy with our institutions and acquire a
love for them. Doubtless patriotism Is the focal point
around which the teaching of history most frequently
centers, but the teacher should have a clear conception of
what time patriotism is before beginning to develop this
sentiment in her pupils.
True patriotism Is that which is based upon the
love of our Institutions because of that the Institutions
have cost, and what they represent; the trials end strug
gles not only of our forefathers In America, but of the
nations from which they sprang. Such patriotism Is based
on a love for humanity that extends far beyond the bounda
ries of our own country.
1h© citizen actuated by true patriotism Is hon
est In his dealings with all men, gives his share of time
and his influence to secure good men for public office,
regards his vote as a sacred trust, has due respect for
our laws and obeys them, does not shirk public duty, and,
if elected to office, administers the affairs of his of
fice in the Jjaterests of the people. Of this kind of pa
triotism the country Is In great need, and it is this emo^cMurry's Public School Methods, Volume III,, Pages 84
86
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Hon that she schools should Inculcate.
4. Use of Books The study of history calls for extensive reading,
and through it pupils can aoquire facility In the use of
books, a facility which they should gain before they leave
school. History also should influence the pupil's reading,
and lead him to a love for historical literature.
5. Development of Character "Historical knowledge is moral knowledge '

1

Through the study of history the pupil lives In imagina
tion with the good and great of the past. He learns by
perhaps what qualities they succeeded, how they extolled
virtue and condemned vice, and that because of their hero
ic struggles for truth and liberty we enjoy the privileges
under which we live. Consciously or unconsciously, he is
influenced by the lives of these men, and thereby his
life is strengthened.
Another way in which the study of history should
assist in the development of character is in fostering a
desire to search for the truth and a willingness to abide
by it when found. The pupil who has a high regard for
truth will be truthful and fair minded in all things. The
good citizen is a man of good character.
Such general alms as given above may character
ize history instruction any where; thus it is necessary to
state specific alms of teaching history in the public
1

Schlesinper, Political and Social Growth of the United
States^ p age T5~Z "
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schools of wfiCO.
B#

Specific Alras of Histoid Instruction In the pub

lic school of Waco* History Instruction in Wee© schools entreec
various specific sins. They are:
{1} to give children a general knowledge of their
surroundings ,
{2J to develop a creative Imagination
(3) to develop attitudes on natters of Interrelation
ships and good will
(4) to create a greater love for pioneers, black as
roll #s white.
Xm -To give Children a general knowledge of their
.furrcundirgs One of the best ways to teach historical Handed
ness and to give a general knowledge of the locality is
Uirough the study of local history. Besides the special
historical points that have been mentioned in © previous
chapter in this Thesis, there ere other places of his
torical interest. Children say gain this knowledge by
visiting theea historical spots, by having interviews with
old settlers, bp locking through the files of old news
papers in which are found complete accounts of all local
happenings since the establishment of the paper, by manu
scripts and by making reports of-their efforts.
2. To develop a creative imagination In order that the Imagination of children in the
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Waco public schools be developed, a knowledge of facts
must first be had, the building of skills, the creation of
controls, the understanding of personalities - all of
these require a high degree of creative imagination.
3.To develop attitudes on matters of inter-racial
relationships and good will Children usually take the attitude of the teach
er# It is the work of the teacher to develop and build up
the right slant in the minds of the children, to dispel
suspicion and replace it with mutual understanding so far
as the relationship between the races is concerned, tot
then know that "We would love each other better, If

o

only understood".
4. To create a greater love for pioneers, black as
well as white. The youths should be taught to have a certain
reverence, love and respect for those persons who braved
the wilds, swollen streams, Indians and innumerable other
dangers to make It possible for them to have old glory
waving over then today. Black pupils should be made con
scious of the fact that their forefathers too played well
their parts in establishing hones in the new land, in
clearing forests, tilling the soil and changing this
country from a wilderness to a land of the fro© and a home
of the brave.
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CHAPTER V
EVALUATION OF VARIOUS METHODS OF TEACUISO HISTORY
Mth tho divisions of history end the purpose©
which characterize history instruction clearly in mind,
wo any evaluate various methods employed In teaching
history. Despite the broad and limitless field of actlvi*
ty which cmbracce history, its contents will bo meaning
less and its technique Ineffective If serious considera
tion is not given fee effective methods in teaching the
subject,
Thus in writing this thesis the writer liec at
tempted to treat the vitalizing of the teaching of history
In tho light of Its practical importance to the pupils of
Toxrvs In general and

eco in particular.

She will follow the methods of treatment pro
posed by souse of the authors In the bibliography

and add

to their contributions that bit of originality which comes
from her experience as a sixth grade teacher In the ele
mentary schools of "aco.
A*

Methods frequently used, All progressive teachers have become conscious

of new trends In the teaching of history, but it will be
necessary to review here the methods currently used} namely
The Lecture Method, Problem Method, Demonstration Method,
Unit Method#
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1* The Lecture Method -

1

The lecture method fits Into the more fomal ray
of teaching but it does not meet present day needs be
cause in it there is not much pupil participation* The
pupil is deprived of an opportunity to third: for himself,
and to develop historic©! skills. Self activity and self
expression are repressed and probably much undesirable
learning is going on. several rays that it may bo used to
advantage are: (a) to give the class practice In note tak
ings (b) to give an over-view of the new lesson or of a
longer period to b© taken up} (c) to enliven end enrich
and give w&rratk to material (the voice being rjuch nore
effective than the printed page)} and (d) to supply nec
essary information when the library is inadeowto or when
the subject is such that the teacher can best present it
to the class.
2«

Demonstration Method - *
Hie demonstretlon »#thod is a phase of the lec

ture method, and. may be used most effectively in teaching
history, especially in developing skills, such as direct
ing the making of .graphs, outlines, cherts, end maps. It
la also valuable in making clear some difficult problem.
It calls into use varied equipment, especially the black
board made more striking by the use of colored crayons.
1

Henderson, - The Teaching of History and 0titer Social

dubjgfitsu page 52.

• Honacrson, - The Teaching of History and Other Social

Sub.'octo, page 17.

'

"""
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Problem Method -

1

The probiera method of teaching, a rather recent
development, is defined aa follows in 'The Teaching of
History in Junior and Senior High Schools": (a) "It is a
mode of procedure from day to day, which rests essentially
on questions, causes end results, as tney relate to Listorical phenomena;" (b) "It consists in leading the pupil
to see the problems which confronted the people in the
past and to solve them as they were solved in the past,'
(c)"It leads people to form judgments and to look behind
facts for the motive of the act".
This gives good training in discovering motives
that prompt acts that pupils observe from day to

day,

thus making them keen observers of human nature,
(d) It

arouses

self -activity

in a pupil to an extent tnat

no other method in history does, (e) It teaches the pupil
to get thought from the printed page.
"Life is a process of solving problems, and if
history is to assist in the solution of life's problems,
it must be taught in such a way as to give training in
problem solving".
The teacher using this method will find herself
using four phases of the work:
a. Stating and defining the problem and offering sugges1

Henderson. - The Teaching
tti r.tnry and Other Social
Subjects,( Texas Department of T5ducstl©nJ p* 18.
*
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tlons

#13

to the solution of the problems and thoir eval

uation - (these suggestions coming from from the pupil
before any reading is done5•
b, Collecting, tabulating, and organising the material;
c, braving conclusions based on the material,.
This method eliminates a great many of the ob
jections to the lectur© method and text-book method but
In itself it does not solve all the problems nor does it
remove all the criticisms that have been launched against
the teaching of the social studies,
4, Project Method -

1

The method usually knoVM. BB the project method
is an outgrowth of the problem method. It is an activity
within a problem. For example, a problem would be to find
out the general causes of unemployment$ a project rould be
to have the class survey the town for local causes.
The advantages of the project method ere many,
(a) It will enlist the whole-heartod efforts of the child,
because the work is of hie own choosing. It will also
scan that the success of it will depend on the efforts
that ho puts forth.
(b) It gives opportunity for recognizing individual dif
ferences in the children, and each child c? n find a
chance to work at his own speed,
x

Henderson, - The Teachlng of History and Other Social
.subjects, p. 20.
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(c) It affords valuable training in team work, because
most of the projects will require at times that the whole
class iw>rk together,
(d) It also results in wider and more intelligent reading
because the project demands a search for definite infor
mation.
The practical use of the project method will re
quire a great deal of hard work and careful planning on
the part of the teacher. In the use of it there Is much
danger if the teacher is not careful and tactful,
(a) There is the danger that there will be too much random
and misdirected effort, too much useless discussion and
not enough results obtained,
(b) A few forward bold children may monopolize all the
time and push into the background the more bashful ones,
(c) The teacher may dissipate her energies In starting
too many projects, or in not organizing those that are
going on, and in this way a great loss of time will re
sult,
(d) In her effort to do these things she may overlook the
necessary drills, reviews, and summaries,
(o) The mechanical activity may crowd out the Intellec
tual and appreciative side of life,
(f) The teacher will not be a competent judge of all the
projects proposed, and thus the less worthy ones will re
ceive undue attention.
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5, Unit Method -

1

The unit method, which may et times employ any
or fell of the foregoing method® la & popular end valuable
plan for teaching history as a development. The efficient
teacher divides her work into units and these units into
blocks. Events are more easily learned and remembered whan
they can be considered in group relation to a larger unit.
Facts, men,dotes, and places are not studied in their
Isolation, but in relation to son© big movement.
B« Aids used in the teaching of history bitterer principles or methods may characterise
ones teaching, some devices or aids become necessary and
desirable. Soma aids used In the teaching of history ares
United 3tates paper money, note books, clippings, outlines,
maps, graphs, charts, texts.
J# A, Husoalus shows in The socle1 Studies

8

how United States paper money can be used BB an aid in
torching American history. "The potential value and neod
of United States paper nonoy as an aid in Amoricon history
class rooms', soys Muso&lut, "is quit© evident then one
realises that not a large number of students, teachers,
or American history text book writers have s knowledge of
the direct relationship of paper money to various topic®
in American history."

0

Bendercon, - The Teaching of Bister? and Other ;ocial
:ubjecta, Texas ISfe-artmont ofrdu'olt'loh U^TTTTl*).
8 Volume XXVII. Ho. 4, pp. 176 - 78.
0 Ibid., p. 176.
1

so

"Paper money1r, he points out* "can be used as
an Instructional aid in a number of ways of which the
following arc important'': "First it can be used ae the
concrete outcone of certain events or legislation in
strumental in its origin or further issues. After the
class has studied the causes end provisions of the
Bland-Allison Act* the teecher shoxild bring forward
with appropriate comments a silver certificate as an
example of the type of paper money Issued under
authority of the act. In this manner the class learns
to associate and recognize the silver certificate as
the paper money originally issued in accordance with
the legislation end related events under discussion".
"Second, the currency can be used as a concrete
illustration of various terms. For example: United
States Note:
Green back, Flat money,
Legal tender, Vote, Soft money
Convertible money". 1
"Third, peper money bears illustrations that
are of historical interest. The following are some of
the Illustrations on current or often obtainable
obsolete issues:
George !r&ahington*
Thomas Jefferson,
Abraham Lincoln.
Aloxandcr Herd1ton *
Andrew Jackson,
Jfartha aehlngton*
Janes Garfield*
Landing of the Pilgrims,
I'onticello United States Treasury,
rhlte House". *
.
,"Fourth, the paper money can be used in problem
Tr1!? aquations. After appropriate topics have been
studied and discussed, the class can be confronted with
sketches of the curroncy itself and asked to solve roblons like the following:
a, hieh ono of these notes ia a green back?
• —
r—pottalble for the issue of
"Greonbceka"? "Federal Heserve Bank notes"? etc. a
c«

Errors frequently mad© In history teaching -

1.Emphasis upon menorltlxig About 1BG0 81ed«rs»nn* Professor of Fhilosophy
Leipslg

University end Gorman author* published a book on

\ ^Q_-pciar"-t:Tdler. April. 1937 np. iva .. ivv,
Henry uonnaon* ^Ifoe Teaching of History. page 175.
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The Teaching of History In School, Its Defects and a
Proposal for a Remedy.
The defects which Biedermann saw were that his
tory consisted of a mere succession of events and that its
method wa3 mere narration. History of this kind, In his
opinion, exercised the memory only and over loaded that
much to the confusion of the understanding. It loft the
pupil almost entirely passive. His decision was that his
tory should be a study of clvillaation. The habit of memiS

orlzing has been handed down to a great extent. The chief
purpose of the recitation is to ascertain whether or not
tho pupils understand what they are talking about, not to
hear what they have memorized from the text. At this stage
of the history work it is injurious to the pupil to mem
orize facts without understanding thorn.

1

2. Failure to use teaching aids Aids in the teaching of history are a vital part
of the work to be done in that they give an opportunity
to picture conditions, show comparisons, note differences}
they vitalize the imagination and stimulate interest; when
aids such as pictures, outlines, maps, charts and graphs
are not used the study of history becomes dull and unin
teresting - Just a jumble of words that mean little or
nothing»
3#

Requiring bookish answers Requiring bookish answers is another error fre-

1

Henry Johnson, "Teaching of History', pp. 183 - 185.
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quently committed* Heoiting sentence by sentence* para
graph by paragraph Is too much in vogue. There le a fail
ure to ooo that history is a development possessed of
continuity arid unity.
4# Failure to stress Important points Failure to stress important points is another
weakness in methods of teaching. Teachers are often trying
to teach too much. They cloud the big things of history
with the little so that the important movements are seldom
seen.
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CHAPTER VI

HISTORY 15 RELATION TO OTHER SUBJECT" 15 THE UGO
CURRICULUM

The burrlculuai of the aco Schools Is varied. It
consists of l!a thematica, Geography, History, LItorafcure,
English, Art, and Civics, But this study has boon re~
a triotod to Geography, Art and Literature for purposes
of correlation,
A* Geography fa m have soen by Its scope, history is related
to all other brandies of knowledge• livery phase of human
activity has its history, and human progress in any given
locality la largely dependent upon environment. Never-theloss some subjects are much more closely identified with
history than others. Of this number, Geography, Art and
Literature are the most important,
aco is situated near the lower end of the
Black Prairie region of Texas. It is situated in a great
agricultural region and abundant crops of cotton, corn
fruit, melons, vegetables cattle and poultry are tho
leading products, other resources that are found in and
around

sco are the cement plant, oil mills, cotton mill,

milk plant, overall factory, Iron foundry, pl«Ing mills,
ice factories, and numerous other plants.
The inhabitants of r&oo are made up principally
of whites, Negroes and Hex!cms. Hence the thread of our
history teaching in relation to geography is woven around

O 30 40 be 80 lOO
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around these facts. The dependence of history upon geogra
phic conditions can be shown by taking the cotton mill pre
viously spoken of end building a unit around it*

The first thing to consider is climate and soil.
Cotton grows in abundance in this part of the country be
cause of the m*ld climate and fertile soil. The cultiva
tion of cotton would include soil preparation, planting
at the proper season, then cultivationf after the cultiva
tion, around f'aco, tho cotton begins to open in August.
A great many of tho white, Megro and flexican children go
out to pick the cotton. They gather a greet many facte by
observing the cotton from the period of planting through
out the history of the growth.
After these facto are fixed in the minds of the
children, then call their attention to the hauling and
ginning of cotton and then the marketing. After tho cotton
reaches the mill it is manufactured into thread and cloth
of different kinds, and shipped away, in this unit, pupils
nay be mad© to see the correlation by bringing their at
tention to the soli, climate, cotton, the product, peculiar
to this climate, the manner of transportation, then they
might be asked about the history of tho cotton gin, or
number of articles made from cotton.
kulte a number of other facta may be brought in
before closing the unit. Among the many might be the in
terdependence of men, or the industries of agriculture,
manufacturing, transportation and commerce —

ell used in

S3
the production of this cotton.
In the production of the unit a great deal of
interest will bo aroused and kept during the progress of
the unit,
D, Art In architecture, sculpture, and painting w© so©
what peoples of the past have accomplished along material
lines and study of such works throws much light upon the
progress of civilization# Graphic representations are of
great value In the study and teaching of history#

r

very

teacher should have in possession a collection of pictures
to assist in making vivid to the class

the history fact

that is being explained. For example, a picture might bo
used in studying about "The First Thanksgiving/.
Suggested Form of :tudy of a picture X# The Title? why chosen?
II# Hie meaning of the picture?
A# The human figures in th« picture.
1. "ho are represented?
2# What kind of people ere they?
3, that are they doing?
4# hat are they thinking?
5# How do they feel?
6# How are they dressed?
7# To what time and place do thoy belong?
8# what is the central figure?
B, Other objects and elements introduced.
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1, what other objects ere Introduced?
2,fin© of day# month, seeson shorn In the picture.
C. Of what wee the artist thinking In painting the pic
turo?
1. Bow did h© feel with referenco to It?
2.

what was his purpose? To Instruct?
To entertain? To enforce & lesson?

3. Are the expression, action, pose, hind
of people and dress of persons appro
priate for this lesson?
4.

Are the other objects and elements ap
propriate for this purpose?

Ill, The Composition,
A. what kind of lines are used?
3. Are they true? Are they pleasing?
C, Are they harmonious?
D, vhat colors are used? Are they true? Are light
and shade employed?
S, Bow do they affect the Colors? hoes the picture

properly fill the space?
IV, Does this picture please you?

by?

V, That do you know of the artist?
A, vhat other pictures has he painted?
An analysis of a picture on that basis would more
than likely enliven the work and make it richer and fuller.
C, Literature.
History is the record of men's deeds#

tterrlure is
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the record of mon's thoughts# deeds and feelings. How can
one record be understood without reading the other also?
Indeed It is only by bringing the two records together and
comparing them - interpreting men*s feelings In the light
of their deeds, and illustrating their sentiments and
feelings as they are expressed In literature that the study
of history can be made vital.
History constitutes an important branch of lit
erature, It furnishes material end Inspiration to literary
genius. It supplies the background of conditiona contem
porary with literary genius and here as elsewhere relates
the times to the man. It records great achievement© in
literature with great achievements in other fields of hu
man activity. It la itself in some cases literature.Lit
erature contribute© to history such poems as

Paul Se

vere*s Hide'', "Charge of the Light Brigade", "Under the
Old 31m", "Old Ironsides"# "Columbus"

some poems that

have historical background. To make a poem have the proper
connection and correlation with history teach It when the
lesson about that particular subject is being taught.
For instance If the subject of Columbus' dis
covery of America were being taught the poem "Columbus"
would be taught at the same time.
Tills is a suggested procedure.
Columbus (by Joaquin filler)
A, Introductory:
In the final'edition of his works Siller nays
- tayno, - '•o'lec't'fonF'Tron .inorlcr-n 1,1tcWUirir/^p'."'^31*

se
this poem was singled out by the London Athenaeum en the
beet American poem, He dissented from this Judgment saying,

"It is far from that} even I have don© better} too much
like a chorus'.
B# Steps In analysing the poem,
(1) Visualise the scene and characters and determine
jnet That Is the state of affairs on the ships.
(2) "hy Is It a good plan to allow the mate to do the
talking for the crew?
(3) '.fay are the word3 of Columbus, the admiral, al
ways given at the end of the stanzes?
(4) The real moaning of the poem is couched in these
constantly repeated words.
Explain Just what the real theme Is.

(5) How is the emotional tension increased from
stanza to otense?
(S) "hat Is the meaning of a ''spray of celt wave In
lines 11 and 12? ' hat is the effect of the repe
tition in line 25?
(7) hat other striking figure do you find in this
stanza?
(8) Does the poet male© you feel that something dread
ful would have happened if land had not been
sighted just at the right moment? "hat do you
think might have occurred?

(0) hat imaginative touch do you find regarding our
future in the last stanza? For the sake of its
heroic spirit and inspiring optimism in tho face

of difficulties» the uhole olese should he required to
memorise this posts.
Thus history may be correlated with Geography
with art by teaching the history and beauty of a picture
and with literature by the analysis of a poem.
How we are ready to examine specific ways of
animating or vitalising the Instruction of history in

irnoo schools«

m
CHAPTER VII
ombmw
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In the foregoing chapters of this thesis dis
cussion has boon made of the divisions of history, the
purposes of teaching history, the evaluation of methods
of teaching history and correlation of history with oth
er subjects# This chapter contains suggested ways of
vitalising the teaching of history. This is shown under
two headings:
(1) general methods and devices and
(g) methods and devices peculiarly adapted to
tho public schools of '/eco.
A# General methods and devices include
(1) those involved in the preparation end
qualities of teachers}
(2) those inherent In school equipment} and
(3) those involved in the background and parti
cipation of pupils.
1.Those involved in the preparation and qualities
of teacher® The first essential of effective teaching is the
prepared tot.chor. She should have a knowledge of the tort
plus an adequate background. She must have an open mind.
The open nlnd carries with it the desire to investigate
and to search constantly for the truth. A teacher of nec
essity rauat have definite opinions, but at the cane time
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oh© nuet have a tolerance for thos® of her pupils. Diver
gence of opinions often creates Interest end aids under
standing.
She suet also have a seat for living. The teach
er who can not under8tend, sympathise and share in this
love of living lacks a quality which will prevent her from
achieving one of the goals in the education of children.
Finally, she must have a definite plan of the
day's recitation, tine schedule, pivotal questions end
other methods of procedure.
there are twelve teachers of history In the
schools of aco - two teachers of history in each of the
three ward schools and six teachers of history In the
high school. There are only two out of the twelve who have
degrees| three will receive degrees this summer and the
remaining seven have gone to school recently. The methods
used by the majority of the teachers are the lecture, text
book and demonstration methods. The majority of these
teachers have only a fair knowledge of the text and little
outaide reading on the subject aoems to be carried on. The
same method is followed day after day. Ho definite plan
for the day's work is evident.
To correct acme of these evils, it is suggested
that the method vary according to the subject matter that
ie being taught.
If the class is studying the forming of the
constitution of the mlted States, the following plan will
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bo found! helpful In grouping the chief evonts leading up
to its formation.
;- STEPS LEADING TO FORMATICK OF THE UHIOH

*-

__j. ,
: 1G43

1

Union of the Bow England Colonies

2

Albany Convention

3

Stanp Act Congress

4

Hon-Importation Agreements

5

Committees of Correspondence

6

First Continental Congress

7

Second Continental Congress

1775

8

Articles of Confederation

1781 1 1789

0

The Constitution

i 1754
1765
1769
1772

1773
1774
1781

| 1789

2, Those inherent in sohool equipment These inherent in school equipment any be treated
under:

(a) buildings and grounds;
(b) library and laboratory facilities and
(c) classrooms.
The best location for a school building Is on a

gently, sloping hillside where it will have plenty of sun
light, The surroundings should be quiet end beautiful* If
possible the building should face th© south and be built
according to the state requirements regarding heat, light.
and ventilation.
The school buildings in Waco for negroes fall
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short to some extent in meeting the state requirements and
in being so constructed and equipped that trie teaching of
history can be vitalised. A child must be comfortable,
contented and happy to do his best work.
The crowded condition, 1&CK of proper seating
facilities, lack of a sufficient number of teachers,
playgrounds too small for carrying on play activities,
supply of books in school libraries inadequate are some
of the conditions that must be corrected before the
vitalizing of history can be successfully carried on to a
great extent,
"Hie classroom to be properly equipped should
have a room library containing books built up from the
list needed in that particular grade. Globes, mars,
crayolas, colored crayons, mottoes should be found.
Suggested Sixth Grade Room Library Encyclopedia

The World Book

Little Men

Dictionaries

Little Women
Black Beauty
Biography of George Washington
Biography of Frederick Douglas
Biography of Abraham Lincoln
Biography of Booker i'» Washington
Live3 of Famous ft omen
Sketch Book
Aesopa Fables
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Treasure island
Rip Van Winkle
Dnddy Long Legs
silver Chief
six Feet Six
Citizenship Reader
The Science of Things About Us
How Tommy Saved the Barn
Blsle Pensraore Series
T.lttle Colony Series

Our Cousins Series
Stories of Adventure
Children's Magazines
3»

Those Involved In the background, and participa

tion of pupils These requirements Include
(a) home environments;
(b) general interest of pupils; and
(c) visits made to Industries,
By environment we mean any influence brought to
bear on the Individual. In the Waco system of public
schools you will not find the ideal situation in any sec
tion of the city. You will find, however, pupils in some
sections of the city living in beautiful homes, well
lighted and heated, artistic interior decorations, all
modern conveniences, while in others you will find mere
shacks and hovels out of which come children whose spark-
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lins eyes and faint enlle convince you that all they need,
U an opportunity By far the majority of children comes
from neither of those too sroups but from a poop that
would fall between the two children whose heme surrcundincs
are fairly -ell equipped but lack some of those thlnfr
that will nake ft* «">

eonfort Bnd

PleBaur6 ttu,t

8""0

"*"*

In well regulated homes.
Based on general Interest the pupils cf the
eleventh crade, hi* eehool, trace. Texas, have been c^rtylnc on a survey In the olty of "aeo for the last two
years to rind out the number of businesses that are con
ducted by the Heroes In soo, the success attained and
-hat they, the business men, attributed their success to.
A very enoouradnd report was made In lune

showinc that

there are twenty five different businesses conducted by
•Jocroes In . aoo. Some of those businesses have two or more
operators. This Is history in the rtklne. and the students
aro partlolpatinc

Interest and enthusiasm.

B.sethods and Pevlees peculiarly Adapted to the
Public schools of aco Several methods and devices seem well adapted to
v.* *.„«-•
'>->** -While schools of 'soo,
the Vitalising of history -n the .wxxc
1.

visits to Industries and other pisoar An onorGctio tceohor may sponsor visits to In

dustries and other places. For Instance, the municipal
building, a beautiful white granite structure stands In
tho osnter of the square where school children may bo
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taken not only to IMP** ** to l6Rrn obout
tione of the city the police department. the Health Depart-

nent, the Tax department, the water system end other de
partments of interest. There ere Oeneron Perk, known for
its beauty, has five hundred acres in it and extends alone
the Brscos river for miles! Lake "-eeo. the eource of the
water supply! Veteran Hospital, having nore nnita than
any hospital of its kind in the south! and the newly ocnstrueted library for negro©o.
A vlsit to the munloipal building will vitalise
the teaching of history in that the pupils will at first
he attracted by the beautiful building. Bone of the ques
tions perhaps that would arise in their minds are: hat is
meant by municipal! Of what is the building made! hat is
the function of fee comissionero court! »e duties of the
tax collector and assessor! *»« are the duties of the Bed
Cross organisation! How doea it affect ue! Hew docs paying
taxes help ue individually and as a group! the pays the
doctor She has the clinic in charge! ulte a number of
other questions that might develop in the minds of toe
children may lead to answer©.
A visit to Lak© Waco would arouoe the curios

y

of the children Just to see the vast amount of water.
Certainly questions would arise in their minds that would
need the aid of the teacher in their solutions. Thl. wcul
add to the historical knowledge of the pap*1®'
c-one eueatlons that might be antic^patec arc.
trough whet engineering skill was the water turned from
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the Bosque river to make Lake waeo? Bow le the surplus
water taken care of In times of flood? How la the water
carried from Lake Waco to the city? Is this the only
source of water that *\&co has? How is the water purified

end made fit for una? What kind of sewage disposal has
Waco? Where is the filtration plant? hat causes the water
to taste peculiar at tines?
In the asking ami discussing

of these things

history, geography, hygiene and chemistry are being, taught

and learned. A study of community activities at first hand
is necessary In order to make the child feci that he is a
real port of the community.

There may be a Projected recursion The excursion is to be made to the library for
Hegroes in the north part of town on the corner of sixth
and Barron Streets. In planning the excursion the teacher
should orientate the children into what to look for and
what to do.
She my remind th© children of the material
noeded in making the trip - note book and pencil and an
open, observing mind. A kind of outline should be formed
so that the notes taken nay be uniform.
Here is c suggested arrangement of the outline:
I. Heme and Location of Library.
A. hy named Phyllis hoatley?
3. What advantage in the location?
II. Description of the library.
A, Rot? the Branch was obtained?
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1* Cost of building?
a. Made of what kind of material?
b, Size of building?
c. Buriber of doors?
d, Further of windows?
2, Interior decoration?
3, Grounds.
a. Kept by isfhom?
III. Operation.
A. TTunbor of operators?
a. Outside help?
B» Humber of hours open?
a. Phy those hours?
IV. Division and dumber of Volumes.
A. Fiction?
B. Historical?
C. Biographical?
2.

Heps, note books, clippings Finally rasps, note books, and clippings nay be

adapted to history teaching In ' ceo schools.
By applying to the city secretary,one my obtain
naps of aco which '"ould be both interesting end helpful
to locate important businesses, churches, schools end
colleges. From yoar to year changes could be noted, addi
tions mdo to the city, comparisons made as to the growth,
distance and direction of the growth.
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notebooks and clippings nay also bo employed
interestingly• Once every year The 'ecc Tines-Horf-IdTribune, the leading dally r&por of "aco, issues a copy
contalning pictures of the development and growth of
Waco. This has boon deno for a number of years, rah 7™?
the writer nakea a scrap book containing these pictures
and accounts and it is prized and placed among the things
of value. The growth and the development of the city -fue
told in pictures.
In order to vitalize the teaching of history»
the writer suggests to the teachers that they have their
students observe the things that are around them, make

^

notes and clippings of the things that are happening daily
end know that the happenings of today constitute the his
tory of tomorrow.
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CHAPTER VIII
A. Summery and Conclusions Th© writer began this study by ctft-ng in her
Introduction four purposes In writing this thesis;

namely
1. To indicate how the social world my be made in
telligible*
2, To show to students In the public schools of

aco

vnlxiea of history for its own sake.
3. To show how the correlation of other subjects
with history helps to vitalise history teaching.
4, To point out the role of physical equipment,
touching devices and other factors in history
teaching.
To show how they could be realised, I defined
history and vitalised

and tweed history instruction to

American public schools and "aco public schools in particu
lar, ihen I treated the divisions of history under four
headings;
1. periods formerly emphasized;
2, special phases usually considered;
5, national features stressed; end
4, factors now treated.
In the divisions of history as ancient* medieval
and modern, early historians stressed the doings of Kings,
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Presidents and Gener&ls aIons with battles fought end
victories won} today historians stress tho cultural, so
cial and economic relations of people,
After stating and analyzing the instruction I
gave an evaluation of various methods of teaching history}
these methods included tho Lecture, Demonstration, Problem,
Project and unit Methods,

This ©valuation permitted me to view history
in relation to other subjects in the

aco curriculum, es

pecially Geography, Art and Literature*
In describing tho methods frequently used In
teaching history, I pointed out such common errors as
emphasis upon memorization, failure to use visual aids,
stressing unimportant points and requiring bookish cn3yors, I indicated how the use of maps, charts, clippings,
etc. would improve history instruction,
In other words I drew upon twenty years of ob
servation, experience end research to show how history
teaching could be vitalized in taeo schools. This meant
a lmowiodge both of the geography and the population of
aco, McLennan County, Texas would enable the student©
to know the

surroundings they lived. To make that study

interesting I demonstrated how pioneers in founding aco,
public buildings, induatriee could be used to stir imagi
nation and provoke study ami learning.
This attempt to vitalize history instruction
dopended upon several other foetore which I discussed -
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the preparation, vision end enthusiast! of the teacher#
the facilities for stud;/, recitation end play, and the
background end participation of pupils# With a fc"' ersnplon of ho?/ these factors way be vitalised I was prepared
to moke conclusions and roccmondationa.
B# Conclusion® I conclude this study by offering very definite
suggestions#
The first essential of effective teaching is the
prepared teacher#
1. She must be a student* with an open mind, and a crea
tive imagination#
2, llo matter how skilled in techniques a teacher may be
the level of her effectiveness will never rise ebove
the reservoir of her culture and liberal education#
3# She must us© the illustrative materials, such as black
boards, maps, pictures, outlines, charts, and globes#
4. she must show a willingness to try new methods, pic
tures, outlines, charts, and glob©a, and keep informed
about historical developments through professional
literature#
G# She should have her children make field tripe, excur
sions end visits to places of Interest, orient the pupils
into taking note of the points to be stressed just as It
was#
C. At times she may analyse pictures and paintings or use
poems to fit certain historical lessons# This will In-
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volvo the use of the blackboard for Illustrations, colored
crayons making It more attractive.
'These arc son© of the ways to vitalize the toschIng of history and they stress the role of the teacher.
But effective teaching also demands adequate physical
equipment, such cs buildings, library and laboratory
facilities and playground equipment. It also calls for
healthful surroundings for the pupils era! co-operation of
parents and cennunity.

hen these factors are properly

conbined, history instruction In the schoolc can be
vitalized.
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